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ABSTRACT
Through increasing rates of urbanization in the Netherlands, this paper investigated one of the
consequences of the separation of humans and nature. Concerns of the separation grew through
accumulated evidence on the value of greenness on school performance. To investigate the
relationship, I hypothesized that if primary schools would have more surrounding greenness, then
school performance would be higher. Additionally, hypotheses were stated that larger buffer areas
would better encapsulate the entire exposure to greenness, and that schools within lower
socioeconomic neighbourhoods would present stronger relationships between greenness and school
performance (G-SP).
The hypotheses on the G-SP relationship were tested through a quantitative approach, within a
large sample size of primary schools (N = 3.518). Greenness was determined through calculations of
NDVI, measured within four separate buffer distances, ranging from 250 m to 2.000 m. School
performance was indicated through the most widely distributed standardized test within Dutch primary
schools: the Central Final test (de Centrale Eindtoets). The hypotheses were tested through methods
of correlation and regression analyses, controlled for socioeconomic covariates. The same analyses
were performed within subgroups of schools in contrasting socioeconomic neighbourhoods.
Most predominantly, the findings rejected the hypotheses. Despite rejections, the findings did
motivate me to make a suggestion. Within the 1.000 m buffer distance, a significant G-SP relationship
was found, after controlling for socioeconomic covariates. Potentially, the 1.000 m buffer distance
best encapsulated the students’ daily exposure to greenness. It is therefore possible that the
contribution of greenness to school performance extents over a radius of 1.000 m encircling the school.
Schools within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods did not present consistent G-SP relations.

Keywords; greenness, school performance, proximity of greenness, socioeconomic status,
NDVI, de Centrale Eindtoets (the Central Final test), Dutch primary schools, the AttentionRestoration theory.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ART

Attention-Restoration theory

CBS

Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (English: Statistics Netherlands)1

CITO

Centraal Instituut voor Toetsontwikkeling (English: Institute for Examination
Development)

CvTE

College voor Toetsen en Examens (English: Board of Tests and Examinations)

DUO

Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (English: Education Executive Agency)2

G-SP

Greenness and School Performance

FPE-test

Final Primary Education test (Eindtoets Basisonderwijs)

NDVI

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

1

CBS is an independent Dutch governmental institution. CBS gathers statistical information on societal issues
of the Netherlands (“CBS Organization,” n.d.).
DUO is a Dutch governmental organization which organizes study finances, acknowledges diploma’s and
organizes exams. DUO is part of the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (“Rijksoverheid DUO,”
n.d.).
2
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CHAPTER 1 ̶ INTRODUCTION
In the Netherlands most people have been living in urban environments since the year 2002 (CBS
Prognosis, 2016). Both nationally and internationally, urbanity rates are rising and are expected to
continue to rise until 2040 (CBS Prognosis, 2016). The urbanization trend entails that more people –
and therefore more children – will be living in urban surroundings. Life in urban environments offers
many benefits, but simultaneously entails downsides. One of the downsides is the separation of
humans and nature. Most often urban environments are characterized through stone and concrete
components and less through green elements – like plants and trees. The concern about the separation
between humans and nature has gained increased attention through accumulated evidence on the value
of greenness in human living environments.3 Besides health-related associations, exposure to
greenness has been positively linked to improvements in cognitive functioning, such as concentration
capacity, working memory, and reduced levels of stress (Hodson & Sander, 2017; Van Dijk-Wesselius
et al., 2018). These improvements together, form strong contributors to a students’ school performance
(Hodson & Sander, 2017). Scarcity in greenness in the school environment would underutilize the
potential that greenness may offer. Especially in low socioeconomic neighbourhoods, often
characterized as areas with the least green (Sivajarah et al., 2018; Browning et al., 2018).
Earlier performed research demonstrated a long list of positive associations between greenness
and perceived general health, mental health and well-being, social cohesion, cognitive functioning,
and so on (De Vries et al., 2013; James et al., 2015; Dadvand & Nieuwenhuijsen, 2019). De Vries et
al. (2013) presented positive associations for both quantity and quality of greenness on health-related
issues, demonstrating the value of greenness in human living environments. Within studies on
greenness in human living environments, attempts were made to examine the value of greenness for
school performance (Wu et al., 2014; Leung et al., 2018, Li et al., 2018). Green surroundings have
been positively associated with preconditions that motivate learning performance – like the ability to
concentrate and manage levels of stress (Kuo et al., 2018). Even child cognitive development was
linked to exposure to greenness (Dadvand et al., 2015). However, uncertainty rose through mixed
findings on the relationship between greenness and school performance (G-SP; Browning et al., 2018;
Sivarajah et al., 2018).4 Besides mixed findings, within the Netherlands no large quantitative research
has been performed. Therefore, it is questionable if studies that did find G-SP associations, can be
generalized to schools within the Netherlands.
Whether exposure to greenness has any possible relationship with school performance might
also depend on the proximity of greenness surrounding the schools. Browning and Rigolon (2019)
found that students with green views from within their classrooms presented improved attentional
capacity and lower stress levels – which are strong predictors of school performance (Hodson &
Sander, 2017). Also, green schoolyards seem to have positive relationships with school performance
through associations with attention capacity and working memory (Li & Sullivan, 2016; Van DijkWesselius et al., 2018). Dadvand et al. (2015) stated that to entirely encapsulate the students’ daily
exposure to greenness, both greenness in immediate school surroundings and greenness within
adjacent neighbourhoods matter. The reviewing article of Browning and Rigolon (2019) mention the
opposite and stated that only greenness immediately surrounding schools contributes to academic
3

The word greenness will be used throughout this paper. It is meant as every chlorophyll containing organisms,
like plants, trees, algae, and some bacteria. However, I only use it to refer to plants and trees.
4

The abbreviation G-SP will be used throughout the paper.
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performance. Debates are continued on the unique contributions of greenness immediately
surrounding schools, and greenness surrounding schools farther away (Dadvand et al., 2015; Kuo et
al., 2018; Browning and Rigolon, 2019).
Within research on the human-nature relationship, evidence was found that suggested greenness
to contribute more strongly within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Associations between
greenness and general and mental health, self-perceived health and well-being were more strongly
linked within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods (Maas et al., 2006; Weimann et al., 2015).
Sivarajah et al. (2018) and Kuo et al. (2018) explained that analyses performed on the G-SP
relationship were stronger within schools in low socioeconomic neighbourhoods, characterized
through low income, low level of education, and high numbers of people earning less than minimum
wage. Suggestions were made that the G-SP relationship is stronger for students in lower
socioeconomic neighbourhoods (Kuo et al., 2018).
Studies suggest that exposure to greenness positively influences school performance (Joye &
Dewitte, 2018; Amicone et al., 2018). The proposition is that greenness has the potential to influence
learning performance through a mechanism explained within the attention-restoration theory (ART;
Kaplan, 1995). The ART offers an explaining mechanism between the G-SP relationship. Briefly
explained, the ART proposes that the attention capacity of humans deteriorates when performing
mentally exhausting tasks – like learning for an exam. In the theory, exposure to greenness would
grant the opportunity of attention to restore (Kaplan, 1995). If the explaining mechanism of the ART
is genuine, then greener school surroundings would facilitate students’ learning performance.
The Netherlands has gained increased attention concerning the human-nature relationship
throughout the past decennia (Derriks, 2018). Through government and citizen initiatives primary
school environments are greened (Derriks, 2018, Van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2018). Initiatives are
undertaken where schoolyard tiles are replaced with more natural components, like plants and trees
(IVN, 2020; Van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2018). These initiatives are partly initiated from the belief on
greenness’ influence on learning performance, despite uncertainty of the relationship (IVN, 2020).
While I acknowledge that these initiatives intend more than improving school performance only, more
knowledge on the G-SP relationship within Dutch primary schools is desirable.
It entails great value for students to perform better in school. Through better school
performance, students have greater chances of obtaining higher levels of education. A higher attained
level of education is important, seeing as it functions as a strong positive predictor of later life success,
measured in physical health, mental health and well-being, salary, and self-reported happiness
(Browning & Rigolon, 2019). If the G-SP relationship genuinely exists, students within urban areas
would lack environmental components that facilitate school performance. Therefore, the value is set
at better understanding of green environmental components that potentially contribute school
performance.
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1.1 Research Questions
In this study I examined the relationship between greenness and school performance for primary
schools within the Netherlands. Through findings of earlier mentioned studies, research questions
emerged:
i.

Is there a relationship between greenness surrounding primary schools and their school
performance in the Netherlands?
a. Is the relationship between greenness and school performance stronger in areas
immediately around schools, or in the surrounding neighbourhoods?
b. Is the relationship between greenness and school performance stronger within
schools located in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods?

1.2 Hypotheses
Earlier performed studies on the G-SP relationship and the ART offer guidance on potential
expectations on the research questions, presented underneath. These expectations do not entail
outcome desires, but valid substantiations within constructing the hypotheses. The main expectation
is that greenness and school performance are positively associated. This means that an increase in
greenness surrounding schools would present higher school performance for that school. Therefore,
the first hypothesis is stated as:
1. The more greenness surrounding a school, the higher the school performance.
Secondly, within the G-SP relationship the expectation was that greenness immediately
surrounding the schools would present weaker G-SP relationships than greenness that includes the
immediate surrounding greenness and the adjacent neighbourhoods. The second hypothesis is stated
as:
2. The greater the proximity of greenness from the school, the stronger the relationship between
surrounding greenness and school performance.
Thirdly, within the G-SP relationship the expectation is that schools located in lower
socioeconomic neighbourhoods demonstrate stronger G-SP relationships. Therefore, the third
hypothesis is stated as:
3. The lower the socioeconomic standards of the neighbourhood the school is located in, the
stronger the relationship between surrounding greenness and school performance.

1.3 Objectives
The aim of this research was to understand to what extent greenness surrounding schools contributes
positively to school performance in order to utilize the well-being benefits of green for urban residents.
This study had three aims. First, this study aimed to examine the relationship between greenness and
school performance within Dutch schools. Secondly, this study aimed to examine if greenness
surrounding the schools contributes more to school performance when closer, or further away from
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the schools. Thirdly, the aim was to examine if schools in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods
gained more through surrounding greenness.
This rest of this paper will be structured as follows. The following literature review chapter will
be used to elaborate on the main themes of this paper. Subsequently, the methodology chapter
elaborates on the research design, data management and analyses. The results chapter presents the data
from the performed analysis and in the discussion chapter I discuss the results with similar studies and
remark limitations. The ending conclusion chapter will be used to summarize the findings of this study.
The references are alphabetically listed in the reference list, and the final appendices chapter contains
various data which will be referred to throughout the paper. Next, the literature review.
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CHAPTER 2 ̶ LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides background information on the main themes approached within this study. The
overall theme of this paper is within the human-nature relationship, explained in §2.1. To understand
the attention-restoration theory that partly guides expectations on the G-SP relationship, an
explanation is given in §2.2. The main literature on the G-SP relationship is provided in §2.3. At the
end, the conceptual framework is presented, see §2.4.

2.1 The Human-Nature Relationship
This section elaborates on the human-nature relationship. The overall human-nature relationship
covers many subjects, but this section funnels down to cognitive processes associated with
environmental greenness. For decades researchers have tried to understand the human-nature
relationship (Li et al., 2018). The explorations on the human-nature relationship encompass many
subdivisions and therefore can be approached on various levels.
Exposure to greenness has been associated with improved health-related issues, like physical
and mental health and well-being. Associations have been made with improved perceived general
health, enhanced brain development in children, better cognitive function for adults, improved mental
health, physical activity, stress reduction, social cohesion, finding meaning and purpose in life, and
many more (James et al., 2015; Browning & Rigolon, 2019; Dadvand & Nieuwenhuijsen, 2019).
Contact with greenness is associated with factors that mediate the beforementioned health benefits,
through lower psychological distress, lower exposure to air pollution and health, stronger perceived
social engagement, higher physical activity, and more (James et al., 2015; Dadvand &
Nieuwenhuijsen, 2019). However, not all health-related associations with greenness are positive.
Notions have been made on increasing health-related risks due to more greenness in living
environments, like risks of asthma and allergic conditions (Dadvand & Nieuwenhuijsen, 2019). An
increasing amount of urban greenness simultaneously creates more habitat to carriers of infectious
diseases, like mosquitos and ticks (Dadvand & Nieuwenhuijsen, 2019). Despite the negative
associations, findings that confirmed positive associations between general health and green
environments were most predominant. Since this study examines the relationship between greenness
and school performance, links with cognition will be further elaborated.
Greenness and cognition
Within cognition various subcategories are defined, varying from mood, stress and cognitive
processes – like attention capacity and working memory (Browning & Rigolon, 2019). Research
suggests that cognitive improvements can be made through exposure to greenness (Browning &
Rigolon, 2019). Exposure to greenness can be realized through various paths, including viewing,
hearing, smelling and interacting (Van Den Berg & Custers, 2011; Li & Sullivan, 2016). The study of
Van Den Berg and Custers (2011) demonstrated that exposure to greenness through gardening was
positively associated with mood and stress regulation. Related more on the topic of school
performance, Li and Sullivan (2016) found that merely viewing natural landscapes increased attention
capacity and stress recovery.
Cognitive processes enable learning performance through various paths, like attentional
capacity and working memory functioning (Collado & Staats, 2016). Several studies propose that
these processes function better through exposure to greenness (Dadvand et al., 2015; Collado & Staats,
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2016; Li & Sullivan, 2016). Through a longitudinal study, Dadvand et al. (2015) showed that cognitive
development of children can be positively influenced through increasing exposure to greenness. The
primary school children that experienced more greenness exposure appeared to develop better
cognitive functioning – in terms of attentional capacity and working memory (Dadvand et al., 2015).
Li and Sullivan (2016) found green landscapes to cause significant changes on attention and stress
recovery. Even within groups of children who suffer from attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) differences were found, exposure to greenness seemed to improve cognitive functioning
(Collado & Staats, 2016). The study of Collado and Staats (2016) found a reduction in the severity of
ADHD symptoms after activities in green areas, compared to activities in non-green environments.
The same results were found in the study of Taylor and Kuo (2010) and Amoly et al. (2014). Children
with ADHD performed better on concentration tasks after playing in green areas (Taylor & Kuo, 2010;
Amoly et al., 2014). Together these results suggest that greenness within school environments helps
improve working memory and attention capacity (Taylor & Kuo, 2010; Amoly et al., 2014; Dadvand
et al., 2015; Li & Sullivan, 2016). In case the G-SP relationship exists, to what extent the proximity
of greenness contributes to the cognitive processes is debated – and will be explained later.
However, not all studies found convincing results. Browning et al. (2018) did not find any
relationship with school performance tests and their natural surroundings. Simultaneously, the study
of Browning and Rigolon (2019) did not find any convincing results either. Other studies that did
claim to have found significant G-SP relationships, did so with only one of many correlations being
significant (Tallis et al., 2018). These findings contribute to mixed results on the relationship between
greenness and cognitive processes.

2.2 Attention-Restoration Theory
If the G-SP relationship is genuine, mechanisms that would explain the relationship should be at work.
The ART proposes an explaining mechanism between the G-SP relationship. The ART is constructed
by Kaplan (1995) and attempts to explain the relationship between greenness and cognitive
functioning – as in concentration capacity. The ART argues that people gain cognitive benefits people
through nature exposure (Kaplan, 1995).
The ART assumes that people have limited attention directing capacity. If we, as humans, want
to concentrate on tasks, we need to actively avoid distraction by inhibiting environmental stimuli. Like
ignoring the television when learning for a test. This active pursuit of concentration is exhausting and
leads to mental fatigue; and thereby, decreasing the capacity of inhibiting stimuli (Kaplan, 1995). As
an example, a student learning for a test needs to actively concentrate on his study material. As the
stereotype goes, the average student does not find studying the most interesting activity. To stay
concentrated, the student uses lots of energy. Step-by-step, the capacity to focus attention deteriorates.
The student experiences mental fatigue and can hardly concentrate anymore. The ART proposes a
remedy to the mental fatigue. The ART claims that natural environments contain four decisive
components, or qualities, that enable restoration of attention (Amicone et al., 2018):
1. Fascination involves environmental characteristics that effortlessly draw attention. (Kaplan,
1995);
2. Extent is evoked when the environment has sufficiently rich content and a coherent structure.
The setting needs to provide enough to see and think about, from where it fully engages the
mind (Kaplan, 1995);
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3. Being away involves distancing oneself from the activity that led to mental fatigue, either
physically or mentally (Kaplan, 1995);
4. Compatibility occurs when the individual’s desire and the characteristics of the environment
fit (Kaplan, 1995).
The ART states that these environmental qualities can be found in both natural and artificial
environments (Steg et al., 2013). Natural environments appear to abundantly possess ART qualities,
which are necessary for restorative experiences (Kaplan, 1995). The restoration of attention occurs
when people perceive these characteristics (Kaplan, 1995). Practically, pupils concentrating on schoolrelated tasks deplete their attention capacity. Creating environments that meet the ART qualities could
support attention restoration, and thereby create a more suitable learning environment. One method of
creating a supportive environment is by integrating greenness in the learning environment.
Over the last decades attempts have been made to examine the mechanism of the ART and its
proposed components, both with results that confirmed and rejected the mechanism (Ohly et al., 2016;
Joye & Dewitte, 2018). Research has been performed qualitatively through interviews and self-reports,
and quantitatively through experiments and correlations (Joye & Dewitte, 2018). Still, difficulty is
quickly met when examining the ART. Combined with vagueness in use of its concepts, the ART is
far from confirmed (Joye & Dewitte, 2018). This study does not add to the discussion on the ART.
However, the results of this study can provide an indication on plausibility of the existence of the
mechanism proposed within the ART.

2.3 Greenness and School Performance
Greenness might have the potential to positively influence cognitive functioning through the earlier
explained mechanism suggested by the ART. Improvements in cognitive processes can thereby
positively influence school performance. Greenness in school environments can be found within
schools, the immediate school surroundings (like schoolyards) and in adjacent school neighbourhoods.
Former studies examined the relationship between greenness and student performance within school
environments. I will use this paragraph to mention studies that are linked to the aims stated in the
beginning of this paper. In the discussion, I will use the same studies to compare the results of this
paper.
Large scale quantitative studies on the G-SP relationship have been primarily performed on the
Northern American continent (Wu et al., 2014; Leung et al., 2018: Li et al., 2018; Browning et al.,
2018; Sivajarah et al., 2018; Kuo et al., 2018; Tallis et al., 2018). These studies have in common, that
they used numerical indications for greenness and school performance. Most studies determined the
extent of greenness through the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). The NDVI will be
explained later, but briefly explained the NDVI is a graphical indicator of greenness measured through
techniques of remote sensing (Rhew et al., 2011). In all the studies school performance was indicated
on school level, determined through national tests.
Wu et al. (2014), Li et al. (2018), Leung et al. (2018) and Tallis et al. (2018) found positive
associations between greenness and school performance. However, the relationships were small and
not all significant. The study of Wu et al. (2014) is the most similar towards this paper. Wu et al.
(2014) determined the extent of surrounding greenness through measures of NDVI, measured within
four circular distances, ranging from 250 m to 2.000 m. The various circular distances allowed to
investigate to what extent greenness contributes to the G-SP relationship, with regard to the proximity
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of greenness surrounding the schools. The results of Wu et al. (2014) supported the G-SP relationship.
The regression analyses produced findings that presented significant G-SP relationships within all
buffers; however, with minor coefficients. Simultaneously, the study of Leung et al. (2018) showed
significant G-SP relationships in almost all the buffer distances. Together, the studies of Wu et al.
(2014) and Leung et al. (2018) presented stronger G-SP relationships within the month of March, than
in October. The change of season, and therefore a reduction of surrounding greenness, was suggested
as the main difference.
Proximity of greenness
As mentioned in the introduction, debates are ongoing to what extent the nearness of surrounding
greenness contributes to the G-SP relationship. Li and Sullivan (2016) found that mere sights of
greenness from within the classroom, contributed to improvements in attention capacity and working
memory. Even within classrooms, students presented higher levels of interest in learning in relatively
green classrooms (Kuo et al., 2018). Outside the classrooms, green schoolyards were associated with
better school performance as well (Li & Sullivan, 2016; Van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2018). Besides
positive associations between greenness in proximity to schools, researchers argue that greenness
within adjacent neighbourhoods must be considered as well (Leung et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018l; Tallis
et al., 2018).
Within the measurements of greenness, the studies of Wu et al. (2014), Leung et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018) used various buffer distances to determine the greenness values. Wu et al. (2014) and
Leung et al. (2018) found positive G-SP relationships within all buffer radii. Li et al. (2018) found
positive associations as well; however, only within their 1-mile circular buffer distance. Similar results
were presented within the paper of Tallis et al. (2018), where significant G-SP relationships were only
found within 750 m to 1.000 m distances. Li et al. (2018) and Tallis et al. (2018) argued that the buffer
size that presented significant G-SP relationships only presented these relationships because that
distance best encapsulated the entire student exposure to greenness. The researchers argued that
greenness measurements should both include the immediate school surroundings and the adjacent
neighbourhoods (Wu et al., 2014; Kuo et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Tallis et al., 2018). Kuo et al. (2018)
referred to this phenomenon as the contribution of greenness surrounding schools, extending further
than immediate school surroundings only – like schoolyards.
Greenness in SES
The studies of Sivarajah et al. (2018) and Kuo et al. (2018) suggested that the contribution of greenness
is stronger for schools within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Sivarajah et al. (2018) showed
that G-SP relationships were most pronounced for schools that showed the highest level of external
challenges, constructed through socioeconomic variables. Thereby, they suggested that increasing tree
cover in low socioeconomic neighbourhoods could aid socioeconomically challenged schools
(Sivarajah al., 2018). Kuo et al. (2018) proposed that greenness has the potential to mitigate
underachievement in school performance for students in high poverty neighbourhoods. Despite the
suggestions of Kuo et al. (2018) and Sivajarah et al. (2018), Browning et al. (2018) replicated the
study of Wu et al. (2014) within disadvantaged schools and did not find relationships. They suggested
that distinguishing between types of greenness might be more important for schools in lower
socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Grass and shrub types of green are mostly negatively associated with
school performance, trees are predominantly positively associated with school performance
(Browning et al., 2018; Kweon et al., 2017). Since low socioeconomic neighbourhoods are mostly
characterized with low percentages of tree cover, they argued that scarcity of tree cover could be an
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explaining factor in their low G-SP relationships within socioeconomically challenged schools
(Browning et al., 2018).
Potential Confounders
The studies that investigated the G-SP relationship all needed to control for confounding
variables. School performance has many predictors, and these needed to be included. If not, the results
lacked meaning since the relationship could be spurious, attributable to undetected variables.
All of the earlier mentioned studies that examined the G-SP, included socioeconomic related
covariates within their analyses (Wu et al., 2014; Leung et al, 2018; Li et al., 2018). Socioeconomic
variables were appointed as the strongest predictors of school performance (Malecki & Demaray,
2006; Browning et al., 2018). Socioeconomic status can be indicated through a wide set of variables.
Mainly the parental level of education, the average income of a household, occupational status and the
count of people earning minimum wage are used as socioeconomic indicators (Bradley & Corwyn,
2002). Leung et al. (2018) partly indicated the socioeconomic status of schools through percentages
of students eligible for free, or reduced-price lunch. These percentages gave a good overview of the
students’ family financial status. However, most studies determined the average socioeconomic status
from the school through data on the neighbourhood average income and level of education (Wu et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2018). Sivarajah et al. (2018) notified that the socioeconomic covariates within their
study, were the most important influence in children’s academic performance.
Certain aspects on school quality were associated with school performance, various qualities,
such as the class size, teachers’ level of education and time to study (Betts, 1995). Schools with larger
class sizes on average performed lower than schools with smaller classes (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2004).
Furthermore, schools with high numbers of absenteeism within teachers and high average numbers of
students per teacher were negatively associated with school performance (Betts, 1995). Leung et al.
(2018) added the student/teacher ratio of schools in Taiwan to partly control on the quality of the
school. Li et al. (2018) furthermore added the percentage of teachers returning to the same school for
work after three years as an indication of school quality.
On average, girls demonstrate higher school performances than boys (Van Hek et al., 2018).
Through better self-regulation, the academic setting seems to fit girls better than boys (Van Hek et al.,
2018). Girls seem to perform better in language classes, math and science (Voyer & Voyer, 2014).
Disbalances of gender composition within schools could demonstrate over- or underperforming school
performances, compared to the norm. The studies of Wu et al. (2014), Leung et al. (2018) and Kuo et
al. (2018) controlled for gender within G-SP analyses, through percentages of females within schools.
Like greenness, water has been associated with health-related issues and restorative experiences
as well (White et al., 2010; Foley & Kistemann, 2015). The study of White et al. (2010) demonstrated
that rooms with a view on water, referred to as blue space, presented higher perceived restorative
experiences than rooms without. Blue space has been linked to influencing school performance,
through its restorative potential (White et al., 2010). Researchers suggested that water – like ponds,
rivers, etc. – might have positive associations with learning performance (Foley & Kistemann, 2015).
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2.4 The Conceptual Framework

Figure 1: the Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework is presented above, in Figure 1. The boxes represent the variables and the
lines represent the expected relationships among the variables – r1, r2, r3 and r4. I will first explain
the variables greenness and school performance and the connecting r1 line, since these variables – and
their connection – are centred within the main research question.
Greenness and school performance form the main variables that are used to examine the G-SP
relationship. Greenness refers to all the vegetation, plants and trees that surround the schools. The
more vegetation, plants and trees that surround a school, the more surrounding greenness a school has.
Greenness is a proxy for the students’ amount of exposure to greenness. School performance is meant
as the extent to which the school achieves their educative goals. The higher the school performance of
a school, the better their students are performing – and vice versa. The r1 line represents the G-SP
relationship, the arrow indicates that greenness is expected to influence school performance.
Indications on a positive G-SP relationship were founded through prior research examining the
relationship (Wu et al., 2014; Leung et al., 2018). Results of earlier research and the ART together
suggest that greenness might positively influence school performance (Joye & Dewitte, 2018).
Proximity of greenness entails to what extent greenness contributes to the G-SP relationship.
The proximity can include both greenness immediately surrounding schools, and greenness included
from within adjacent neighbourhoods. The r2 line presents the proximity of greenness as a moderating
variable, since it is expected that greenness within larger distances from school best encapsulates the
entire greenness exposure, and therefore stronger G-SP relationships.
The SES of Schools entails subgroups of schools located within lower and higher
socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Through findings of Sivarajah et al. (2018) and Kuo et al. (2018) I
wanted to examine the differences between schools. The adjoining r3 line represents the SES of
schools as a moderating variable, since it is expected that
As indicated by Browning et al. (2018) and Sivarajah et al. (2018), school performance is
predicted by many other variables. Therefore, I needed to adequately consider potential confounding
variables. The r4 line represents the relationships between school performance and the potential
confounding variables. The need for adjusting on confounding variables was explained previously, in
§2.3. The confounding variables consist of two types, namely school and neighbourhood
characteristics. School characteristics include gender composition and school quality. The studies of
Betts (1995) and Van Hek et al. (2018) motivated me to consider these two as potential confounders
within the G-SP relationship. Gender composition refers to the distributions of gender within a school
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and school quality refers to the quality of each school. Neighbourhood characteristics include income,
low level of education, social minimum and blue space. The studies of Malecki & Demaray (2006),
and Foley and Kistemann (2015) proved the necessity to consider these as potential confounders.
Income refers to average neighbourhood income, low level of education refers to the neighbourhood
percentage of low educated inhabitants, social minimum refers to the neighbourhood percentage of
inhabitants earning equal to, or less than, minimum wage, and blue space refers to the percentage of
land categorized as water.
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CHAPTER 3 ̶ METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines the quantitative methods used in this study. The chapter starts with the study
area, in §3.1. Afterwards, the sampling process is explained, see §3.2. Then the measurement
instruments and data gathering are explained in §3.3. The chapter ends with the data analyses, in §3.4.
Within this study I decided to use a quantitative approach. Through quantitative methods I was
able to statistically test patterns between greenness and school performance. These methods would
also allow me to generalize my findings within the Dutch primary school population. Throughout the
study I used secondary data, primarily gathered by Wageningen Environmental Research and the
Dutch government.

3.1 Study Area
The whole country of the Netherlands functioned as
the study area. Figure 2 presents a map of the
Netherlands. The map includes the examined 3.518
primary schools, presented by black dots throughout
the country. Within §3.2 the sampling process is
described.
Despite schools were the unit of analysis, the
total sample included a total count of 100.608
students. In the Netherlands, all primary schools fall
within specific denominations. In general, these
schools are divided between public schools, schools
with religious beliefs, and school with philosophical
beliefs. Demographics on the schools are provided
in the results chapter, see §4.1.

3.2 Sampling

Figure 2: Map of the Netherlands

Within this study I used statistical methods, which allowed the findings to be generalized to the Dutch
primary school population. A large sample would best represent the population. Therefore, I decided
to use the largest standardized test taken in Dutch primary schools, the final primary education test
(FPE-test). The FPE-test is assessed in the final year of primary school and, combined with school
recommendations, decides the students’ succeeding level of secondary school (CITO, 2017). Schools
voluntarily decide through which FPE-test they want to assess their students. All tests are free-ofcharge and need to conform to the same criteria set by the Dutch ministry of Education, Culture and
Science (Key Figures Education, 2016). Within the year 2018, 6.739 schools participated in either one
of the FPE-tests. The Central Final test was the most widely distributed test, and therefore used to
determine school performance. In total 3.636 schools participated in the Central Final test, which is
more than half of the population (Resultaten Centrale Eindexamen, 2018). Special needs schools were
excluded because they significantly underperformed in the Central Final test (n = 93; CvTE, 2018).5
5

The special needs schools on average scored 516.54 on the Central Final test, the norm scored 535.42 (DUO,
2018).
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Schools located abroad were excluded since no data on greenness was available on their school
surroundings (n = 25; CvTE, 2018). Ultimately, a sample size of 3.518 schools remained.

3.3 Measurement Instruments and Data Collection
Within the paragraph, each section explains the measurement instrument that represents the main
concept and the data gathering process. This concerns the schools, school performance, greenness,
and the potential confounding variables, separated between the school characteristics and
neighbourhood characteristics.
Schools
Coordinates calculated in ArcMap represented the primary schools, as seen Figure 2. The coordinates
were determined for each school individually through geocoding.6 The address information was based
on the postal code, street name and house number of the school. Data on the addresses of Dutch
primary schools was provided by DUO (DUO Adressen, 2018). Appendix A provides a more detailed
insight in the process of determining the school coordinates.
School performance
The Central Final test was chosen to represent school performance, as mentioned in §3.2. Privacy
rulings disallowed me from using individual student scores; therefore, school averages were used. This
implies that the findings solely apply on school level. The most recent Central Final test results were
available from the year 2018.
The Central Final test was commissioned by the College voor Toetsen en Examens (CVTE;
English: the Board of Tests and Examinations), and developed by the Centraal Instituut voor
Toetsontwikkeling (CITO; English: Institute for Examination Development). The CvTE is mandated
by the Dutch government and aims to ensure the quality of national tests and exams (CvTE, 2018).
The Central Final test assesses the learning performance of students. It tests what students have learned
throughout their years in primary school, primarily decided on components of mathematics and
language (CITO, 2017). The results of the Central Final test are presented in standardised scores,
ranging between 501 and 550. The lowest score is 500 and the highest 550 (Resultaten Centrale
Eindtoets, 2018). An above average score on the Central Final test indicates that student better controls
the content offered by courses throughout primary school, than the average student. The Central Final
test has two mandatory components, language (Dutch) and mathematics. World-orientation is a
facultative third component, however, not as widely chosen by schools (Key Figures Education, 2016).
The Cronbach’s Alpha demonstrates satisfactory internal consistency within the test components,
separated between mathematics and language (α = .94, and α = .84, respectively; Bland & Altman,
1997; Resultaten Centrale Eindtoets, 2018). Data on the Central Finals test was acquired through
contact with the CvTE. The CvTE offered the average scores of schools on the Central Final test
through standardized scores.

6

Geocoding is the process of converting address information into geographic coordinates.
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Greenness
To determine the level of greenness, a geographic information system (GIS) framework was used.
Specifically, the levels of greenness were measured through techniques of satellite-based remote
sensing. Briefly explained, satellite-based remote sensing works through collection of reflected
electromagnetic waves – or EM waves (Woodhouse, 2017).7 In general, healthy vegetation contain
chlorophyll, which is the green photosynthetic pigment found in plants and trees. To photosynthesize,
chlorophyll absorbs and reflects certain EM waves. Within this process, chlorophyll strongly reflects
near-infrared waves, which the satellite detects (Xue & Su, 2017). And so, the satellite detects nearinfrared waves reflected by healthy vegetation plots. Thereby, satellite-based remote sensing gives an
indication on the presence of vegetation. The more chlorophyll, the stronger the reflectance of nearinfrared waves, the clearer the view on the level of greenness (Xue & Su, 2017). Using techniques of
remote sensing offer chances of getting high spatial resolutions, cost effective practices, and objective
measurements (Rhew et al., 2011; Xue & Su, 2017). Remote sensing data from satellites makes it easy
to collect geographical data on research units spread over large areas. Apart from the accessibility of
data, remote sensing removes disturbances of observer bias in measuring greenness (Rhew et al.,
2011).
The formula of the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) was used to quantify the
amount of greenness. The NDVI provided reliable spatial
and temporal data on photosynthetic activity and gave an
indication of the area-level greenness (Rhew et al., 2011;
Geospatial Technology, 2019). The NDVI allows
objective vegetation measures, originally intended for
use in the agricultural and forestry industry (Rhew et al.,
2011). However, the NDVI appeared just as valid for
measuring surrounding greenness (Rhew et al., 2011). I
used a pre-processed NDVI map, constructed by Gerbert
Roerink (Wageningen Environmental Research, 2019).
The map is presented above, in Figure 3. Each pixel is
calculated through the NDVI formula.8 Higher values
within the pixel, indicate higher amount of surrounding
greenness (Geospatial Technology, 2019). Together, Figure 3: NDVI map of the Netherlands
these individual pixels form the map, seen in Figure 3.
The data is gathered in August 2019 by the Copernicus Sentinel-2 satellite, from the European Space
Agency (ESA, 2019). The satellite provides a resolution of 10 m by 10 m, meaning that average NDVI
values were presented throughout the Netherlands in squares of 100 m² (ESA, 2019). Within every
100 m² square, the NDVI values indicate the area greenness, ranging from -1.0 to 1.0. However, the
NDVI map used in this study was transformed to digital numbers, and therefore presented a range of
values from 1 to 250 (Wageningen Environmental Research, 2019). A higher NDVI value, indicated
a higher level of greenness. The lowest NDVI values correspond with water surface areas, somewhat
EM Waves exist in a perspective, ranging from gamma rays to radio waves –including our visible colours: red,
green and blue (Woodhouse, 2017).
7

8

(NIR – RED)

NDVI = (NIR

+ RED)

NIR: near-infrared waves reflectance; RED: red waves reflectance.
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higher values indicate sand, barren ground, infrastructure, urban areas, etc. The NDVI map in Figure
3 displays a spread of light spots, these mostly represent urban environments and barren agricultural
fields. The darkest spots give indications of dense vegetation, like forests.
The NDVI averages were used to indicate the levels of greenness that students of schools were
daily exposed to. Students are potentially exposed to greenness in multiple settings, from schoolyards
to the neighbouring neighbourhoods. The second hypothesis stated that greenness contributes to
school performance in a larger proximity, than the immediate school surroundings only. To adequately
test this hypothesis, I needed data on greenness that would sufficiently encapsulate the area of
students’ daily exposure to greenness. Through various circular buffer distances from the centre of the
school, the extent of greenness was determined. These distances were measured within four buffer
distances, where the school coordinate was set in the middle. The average NDVI values were measured
within radius sizes of 250 m, 500 m, 1.000 m, and 2.000 m. The 250 m radius represented greenness
immediately surrounding the school, like schoolyards. The 2.000 m radius represented greenness
surrounding the school that included a wider range, such as its surrounding neighbourhoods. Appendix
B presents insight to the executed steps in calculating the NDVI values within all four buffer distances.
School characteristics
Through the studies of Betts (1995) and Van Hek et al. (2018) the schools’ gender composition and
school quality were suspected as potential cofounders within the G-SP relationship. Data on the
variables school quality and gender composition was gathered and will be explained.
School quality was expected to show positive relations with school performance (Betts, 1995).
Data on school quality of the examined primary schools was gathered through the Inspectie van het
Onderwijs (English: Inspectorate of Education). To maintain an overview of well-functioning schools
in the Netherlands, the Inspectorate of Education assesses schools on their quality of education. The
Inspectorate determined school quality rating through multiple criteria. School quality was based upon
school size, educational content, time available for students to study, functioning of teachers, school
system and school facilities (Onderwijsinspectie, 2019). Together, these components shape the quality
of the school. The variable is expressed in four categories: very weak, weak, sufficient and good school
qualities (Onderwijsinspectie, 2019). Generally, schools are rated with higher school quality if the
students have more time to learn for tests and exams, if school classes are rather small than large, if
rate of absenteeism within teachers is low, and if the average level of succeeding secondary school for
the students matches with the national average (Onderwijsinspectie, 2019). Appendix C: on school
quality describes the analysis process.
Score differences between gender composition within schools were found in earlier papers (Van
Hek et al., 2018). This could mean that schools with strong imbalances of gender composition could
under- or overperform. Data on gender distributions within schools was obtained through CBS (CBS
Kerncijfers, 2019).
Correlational analysis between school quality, gender composition and the Central Final test
decided if these potential confounders would be used as a covariate. If significant relations were found
between school quality and the Central Final test, school quality could be used to control for within
the analyses. The same process was carried out for gender composition.
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Neighbourhood characteristics
Socioeconomic status variables were expected to be the strongest predictors of school performance
(Malecki & Demaray, 2006). Formerly, the Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau (English: Social and
Cultural Planning Agency) calculated the socioeconomic status per neighbourhood. However, due to
ethical considerations they stopped (SCP, 2019). Therefore, socioeconomic status needed to be
approached through separate related variables. Variables that formed key concepts in socioeconomic
status were income, social minimum and low level of education.
Datasets on these variables were offered by CBS and analysed through ArcMap. The dataset on
income presented data on the average income per neighbourhood (CBS Kerncijfers, 2019). The dataset
on social minimum present data on the percentage of neighbourhood inhabitants earning equal to, or
less than, minimum wage (CBS Kerncijfers, 2019). The dataset on level of education provided data
on the percentage of low educated neighbourhood inhabitants, and percentage of high educated
neighbourhood inhabitants (CBS Opleidingsniveau, 2019). I decided to use the dataset on percentage
of low educated neighbourhoods as the indicator for level of education. This decision was made due
to the percentage of low level of education representing lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods, which
are centred in my third hypothesis. For each school, the neighbourhood average on income, low level
of education, and social minimum were calculated through a 250 m buffer. I decided to derive data
through a 250 m buffer, because I wanted to use specific neighbourhood data. A larger buffer size
would dilute the specific neighbourhood data. Within the 250 m buffer analysis, all neighbourhoods
whose centre fell within the buffer, were included in the calculation of the socioeconomic
neighbourhood average. Appendix D further explains the process of calculating the values of the
socioeconomic variables.
Correlational analysis between income, social minimum, low level of education, and the Central
Final test were examined to see if they needed to be used as covariates. If so, they would be used as
covariates in the partial correlations and linear regression.
Blue space, or water, nearby schools needed to be considered as well. Former research
suggested that water – like ponds, rivers, etc. – might also have positive associations with learning
performance (Volker & Kistemann, 2011; Foley & Kistemann, 2015). The amount of blue space was
calculated within ArcMap with the use of the Landelijk Grondgebruik Nederland (LGN; English:
Land use Netherlands). The map is constructed by Gerard Hazeu (Wageningen Environmental
Research, 2018). Values on blue space were measured within a 250 m buffer, as with the
socioeconomic neighbourhood variables. Correlational analysis between blue space and the Central
Final test decided if blue space needed to be used as a control variable. If so, blue space would be used
as a covariate in the partial correlation and linear regression. More details are found in Appendix D.

3.4 Data Analysis
ArcMap was used to collect the data explained in the previous section, details of the steps taken can
be viewed in Appendix C, D and E. IBM SPSS was used to analyse the data, gathered from ArcMap.
The analyses were performed through means of descriptive, correlation and regression analyses.
Descriptive statistics were used to illustrate school and neighbourhood characteristics of the
Dutch primary schools.
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The first and second hypotheses were initially tested through bivariate correlations. Within the
bivariate analysis, school performance was represented through the Central Final test, and greenness
represented through the NDVI, measured within four separate buffer radii. These findings would
demonstrate whether significant G-SP associations were found, and within which proximity the G-SP
associations would be strongest. Successively, a regression analysis would produce findings that could
demonstrate the same relations, however, with the covariates added. A simple linear regression
analysis would be adequate, since I used one independent variable and one dependent variable. The
linear regression tested the predictability of school performance through greenness. I performed the
regression through a hierarchical model comparison, this would allow me to statistically examine the
added contribution of greenness within the model predicting school performance. Within this approach
I entered the covariates in the first model, followed by the NDVI buffers in four separate models. This
approach would allow me to examine if the added NDVI buffers explained a statistically significant
amount of explained variance of school performance.
The third hypothesis was tested through performing the same analyses as previously mentioned
within socioeconomic subgroups of schools. Subgroups of schools were created through calculating
interquartile ranges within the socioeconomic variables: income, social minimum, and low level of
education – explained earlier in §3.3. Through calculation of the interquartile ranges within each
socioeconomic variable, groups of schools were selected. For every socioeconomic variable, the
interquartile range presented cut-off values that allowed selection of schools located in higher and
lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Consequently, six subgroups were formed that allowed
analyses within the lowest and highest income neighbourhoods, the lowest and highest percentage of
social minimum neighbourhoods, and the lowest and highest percentage of low level of education
neighbourhoods.
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CHAPTER 4 ̶ RESULTS
This chapter reveals the results of the analyses. The overall descriptives on the schools and their
neighbourhoods are presented in §4.1. The correlational and regression results on the main analysis
are presented in §4.2, and results of the same analyses within the socioeconomic subgroups are
provided in §4.3.

4.1 Descriptives
Descriptives on the sample are presented in Table 1, separated between school and neighbourhood
characteristics. In total, 3.518 Dutch primary schools were included in the sample. On average,
students live within 1.15 km distance from their primary school. Between school nominations, Islamic
oriented schools significantly underperformed on the Central Final test compared to the total sample.
Special education schools significantly overperformed on the Central Final test. The school
nominations were not controlled for in the analyses.
Schools rated with good and very weak school qualities were found to significantly differ from
the total sample. The average scores on the Central Final test in 2018 and 2017 were similarly. The
similarities offered certainty in using the scores of 2017 to represent the school gender composition.
Between genders, girls performed significantly better on the Central Final test, however only by a
minor degree.
Table 1: Descriptives on the total sample.
Variables
School characteristics
Central Final test (2018)
Central Final test (2017)
Girls
Boys
School quality
Good
Sufficient
Weak
Very weak
Missing
School denomination
Catholic
Public
Protestant
Islamic
Hindu
Jewish
Anthroposophical
Special education
School distance

n

Mean

Range

3.518
3.953

535.42
535.30
535.61*
535.04

513.60 to 548.50
516.73 to 547.67
523.45 to 547.67
516.73 to 545.48

46
2.895
48
20
509

537.39*
535.41
535.01
532.03*y
535.61

528.47 to 545.66
517.92 to 548.50
525.09 to 541.00
513.60 to 539.17
517.57 to 546.78

1.153
1.124
1.052
26
6
2
7
148
3.518

535.84
534.59
535.72
533.38*
536.04
534.86
535.06
537.39*
1.150 m

523.28 to 546.78
513.60 to 548.50
522.11 to 544.43
527.22 to 538.54
535.44 to 537.61
530.43 to 539.31
527.67 to 541.00
528.69 to 546.69
0.00 km. to 10.40 km.
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Variables

n

Means / %

Range

Neighbourhood characteristics¹
Income
10.111
€ 24.610
€ 12.240 to € 81.920
% Low level of education
3.325
29.4 %
1.09 % to 31.79 %
% Social minimum
8.282
7.50 %
5.02 % to 65.00 %
% Blue space
12.339
2.90 %
0.00 % to 73.60 %
Note: *p < .001, implies that the group differed significantly from the sample.
¹ n = 12.339, representing the total neighbourhoods.

4.2 The Main Analysis
The results of the analyses presented in this paragraph were performed to test the first and second
hypotheses.
Correlation analysis
The first correlation analyses were performed on the relationships between the potential confounding
variables and the Central Final test. The outcomes provided statistical substantiation on which
confounding variables would be used as covariates. Through the results I decided to uptake
neighbourhood income and social minimum as the covariates, later in the regression analyses. The
dataset on low level of education lack data on many neighbourhoods within the Netherlands. Also, the
low level of education presented strong correlations with income, see Table 14. If covariates are
included that mutually correlate strongly, violates the multicollinearity assumptions within the
regression analysis. Therefore, the scarcity of data on low level of education and the strong correlations
with income, made to decide to not adopt low level of education as a covariate. Appendix E provides
insight in the decision-making process on the covariates.
Table 2 presents the results of the bivariate correlations between the NDVI buffers and the
Central Final test. The correlations were performed separately for all four NDVI buffers. The bivariate
correlation demonstrates significant positive correlations between all four NDVI buffers and the
Central Final test. The analysis presents stronger correlations for larger NDVI buffer sizes.
Table 2: Correlation analysis within the total sample.
NDVI Buffers

Central Final test

250 m
.110***
500 m
.110***
1.000 m
.121***
2.000 m
.127***
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, two tailed. N = 3.518.
This analysis does not yet include the previously mentioned covariates, which the regression
analysis will include.
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Regression analysis
The results of the regression analysis are presented underneath in Table 3. Through the regression, I
wanted to examine if the models’ predictability of scores on the Central Final test would significantly
increase by adding the NDVI buffers as predictors. The regression is performed through hierarchical
model comparison approach I used – earlier explained in §3.4. The first model includes the
socioeconomic covariates, which are presented as significant predictors of school performance,
consistent within all models. The regression model significantly improved through adding the 1.000
m NDVI buffer. Simultaneously, the findings presented the buffer as a significant positive predictor
of school performance. After adjusting on the covariates, the 1.000 m buffer remained a significant
predictor of the Central Final test. However, the coefficients demonstrate minor changes within the
Central Final test.
The findings did not indicate significant associations between the NDVI and the Central Final
test within the 250 m, 500 m and 1.000 m buffer distances. Together the results on the NDVI buffers
seem inconsistent, but predominantly the findings do not support a G-SP relationship. Unlike the
earlier findings from the bivariate analysis, the pattern regarding stronger G-SP correlations for larger
buffers was not found.
Table 3: Regression analysis within the total sample.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
.215 (.013)***
-.155 (.014)***

B (SE B)
.215 (.013)***
-.149 (.015)***
.004 (.002)*

B (SE B)
.214 (.013)***
-.153 (.015)***

B (SE B)
.218 (,013)***
-.143 (.015)***

B (SE B)
.223 (.013)***
-.135 (.016)***

Income
Social minimum
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.162
.162
Adj. R²
.162
.001
ΔR²
.000
.117
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 3.498.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

-.004 (.005)
.010 (.005)**
.162
.000
.369

.163
.001
.040

.009 (.005)
.163
.001
.081

The bivariate correlations presented positive correlations between all four NDVI buffers and
the Central Final test, indicating a positive G-SP relationship. However, a correlation analysis alone
would not sufficiently test the hypotheses. The linear regression provided insight in the G-SP
relationship, adjusted by covariates. The regression analysis presented significant model
improvements for one of the four buffer radii. The 1.000 m NDVI buffers was presented as a
significant positive predictor of school performance, despite adjusting on neighbourhood income and
social minimum. Thereby, indicating a positive G-SP relationship, but with minor coefficients. The
same regression analysis did not present the 250 m, 500 m and 2.000 m buffers as significant predictors
of school performance, indicating no G-SP relationship.
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4.3 Analyses within Subgroups
The same correlation and regression analyses were performed within subgroups of schools, as defined
in §3.4. The quartile of schools located in the lowest and highest socioeconomic neighbourhoods –
determined through income and social minimum – were formed as the main subgroups. Subgroups
were also formed for schools within the low level of education neighbourhoods. However, these
analyses are presented separately behind the correlation and regression analyses within the main
subgroups, since the neighbourhood level of education lacked large scale data. The results of these
analyses provided to answer the third hypothesis.
Correlation analysis
Results on the bivariate correlations within subgroups are presented underneath. The focus is put on
the main subgroups, presented in Table 4 and Table 5.
Schools located in the lowest income subgroup present significant correlations in all the NDVI
buffer radii – see Table 4. Within all radii, the correlation coefficients between the NDVI values and
scores on the Central Final test are presented stronger than the initial correlation coefficients – see
Table 2.9 Similar to the initial correlations, the pattern is displayed where larger buffer radii include
stronger G-SP relationships. Contrary results are presented for schools located in the highest income
subgroup. None of the buffer radii present significant correlations between the NDVI and the Central
Final test.
The schools in the lowest income subgroup represent schools in low socioeconomic
neighbourhoods, schools in the highest income subgroup represent schools in high socioeconomic
neighbourhoods. The findings in Table 4 suggest that schools in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods
have stronger relationships between greenness and school performance.
Table 4: Correlation analysis within income subgroups.
Lowest ¼
Highest ¼
NDVI Buffers Central Final test
Central Final test
250 m
.170***
.054
500 m
.188***
.051
1.000 m
.220***
.044
2.000 m
.260***
.013
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, two tailed. n = 880 per quartile.
Schools located in the lowest social minimum subgroup present one significant correlation –
see Table 5. Only within the 250 m radius a relationship was found between the NDVI values and
scores on the Central Final test. However, this correlation level is still weaker than the initial
correlations, see Table 2. The remaining correlations within this subgroup are insignificant – and even
seem to get weaker within larger radii. The results within the highest social minimum group presented
no significant correlations.
Schools within the lowest social minimum subgroup represent schools in high socioeconomic
neighbourhoods, schools in the highest social minimum subgroup represent schools in low
9

The initial correlations are used to refer to the G-SP correlations found in Table 2.
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socioeconomic neighbourhoods. The findings in Table 5 suggest that schools in higher socioeconomic
neighbourhoods have some relationship between greenness and school performance. However, most
buffer radii were not significant and demonstrated weaker G-SP relationships than the initial
correlations.
Table 5: Correlation analysis within social minimum subgroups.
Lowest ¼
Highest ¼
NDVI Buffers Central Final test Central Final test
250 m
.081*
-.013
500 m
.061
-.042
1.000 m
.040
-.051
2.000 m
.029
-.021
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, two tailed. n = 874 per quartile.
The correlation analyses within the income and social minimum subgroups present slightly
contradicting results. Findings within the lowest income subgroup present significant G-SP
correlations, indicating stronger G-SP relationships for schools in lower socioeconomic
neighbourhoods. Within the social minimum subgroups, the analysis did not present stronger G-SP
relationships for schools in either higher or lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Despite one
significant relationship, the social minimum subgroups presented weaker relationships than the
original correlations. Therefore, the social minimum subgroups did not present stronger G-SP
relationships for schools within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. The lowest income subgroup
did present the same pattern as with the original correlations, presenting stronger G-SP relationships
within large buffer distances. None of the subgroups within social minimum presented the same
pattern.
Regression analysis
Not all covariates are included in the regression analyses within the subgroups. The selection of
schools within the lowest or highest income naturally restricts the range of variance within income.
Therefore, additionally controlling on income would be unnecessary. The same idea applies within
social minimum subgroups.
Table 6 includes regression analysis within the lowest income subgroup. This subgroup
represents school in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Within this subgroup none of the added
NDVI buffers significantly improve the regression model, also none of the NDVI values within the
buffer distances are presented as significant predictors of the Central Final test. These findings indicate
that schools in the lowest income neighbourhoods do not perform different on the Central Final test if
the NDVI values increase.
Within this subgroup, the income covariate is the only significant predictor of the Central Final
test. The social minimum covariate indicates that schools in the lowest income neighbourhoods
perform worse on the Central Final test if the neighbourhood social minimum increases.
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Table 6: Regression analysis within the lowest income subgroups.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
-.219 (.020)***

B (SE B)
-.210 (.022)***
.006 (.005)

B (SE B)
-.218 (.024)***

B (SE B)
-.217 (.026)***

B (SE B)
-.207 (.029)***

Social minimum
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.117
.118
Adj. R²
.117
.001
ΔR²
.000
.292
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 847.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

-.011 (.011)
.002 (.011)
.119
.001
.328

.119
.000
.883

.008 (.011)
.120
.001
.438

Table 7 includes results of the regression within the highest income subgroup. This subgroup
represents school in higher socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Within this subgroup none of the added
NDVI buffers significantly improve the regression model, also none of the NDVI values within the
buffer distances are presented as significant predictors of the Central Final test. These findings indicate
that schools in the highest income neighbourhoods do not perform different on the Central Final test
if the NDVI values increase.
Within the subgroup, the income covariate is not significant either.
Table 7: Regression analysis within the highest income subgroups.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
.027 (.039)

B (SE B)
.054 (.042)
.008 (.005)

B (SE B)
.060 (.044)

B (SE B)
.059 (.044)

B (SE B)
.053 (.045)

Social minimum
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.001
.004
Adj. R²
.001
.004
ΔR²
.500
.070
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 847.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

.006 (.010)
.010 (.010)
.005
.000
.549

.005
.000
.992

-.007 (.010)
.005
.001
.473

Table 8 includes regression analysis within the lowest social minimum subgroup. This
subgroup represents school in higher socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Within this subgroup none of
the variables significantly improve the model, neither do one of the variables significantly predict
school performance.
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Within the subgroup, the income covariate is presented as a significant predictor of the Central
Final test. The income covariate indicates that schools within the lowest social minimum
neighbourhoods perform better on the Central Final test if the neighbourhood income increases.
Table 8: Regression analysis within the lowest social minimum subgroups.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
.166 (.028)***

B (SE B)
.165 (.028)***
.010 (.004)*

B (SE B)
.169 (.029)***

B (SE B)
.182 (,029)***

B (SE B)
.194 (.030)***

Income
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.074
.076
Adj. R²
.075
.003
ΔR²
.000
.092
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 871.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

.006 (.009)
.019 (.009)**
.076
.001
.395

.078
.003
.081

.019 (.010)
.081
.004
.060

Table 9 includes regression analysis within the highest percentage social minimum subgroup.
This subgroup represents school in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Within this subgroup none
of the variables significantly improve the model, neither of the variables significantly predict school
performance.
These findings indicate that schools in the highest percentage social minimum neighbourhoods
perform better on the Central Final test if the NDVI values increases within the 2.000 m buffer.
Within this subgroup, the income covariate is presented as a significant predictor of the Central
Final test. The income covariate indicates that schools within the highest percentage of social
minimum neighbourhoods perform better on the Central Final test if the neighbourhood income
increases.
Table 9: Regression analysis within the highest social minimum subgroups.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
.353 (.030)***

B (SE B)
.358 (.031)***
.006 (.005)

B (SE B)
.355 (.031)***

B (SE B)
.355 (,031)***

B (SE B)
.354 (.031)***

Income
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.133
.135
Adj. R²
.133
.001
ΔR²
.000
.239
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 872.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

-.010 (.011)
.000 (.012)
.135
.000
.372

.135
.000
.972

.020 (.012)
.138
.003
.100
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Associations between greenness and school performance seemed to differ within the subgroups
of schools, defined by income and social minimum. The results did not confirm the expectation that
schools within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods formed stronger G-SP relationship.
Initially, the correlation analysis within schools in the lowest income subgroups presented
stronger G-SP correlations. Indicating that schools in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods did
present stronger G-SP relationships, than the original correlations. After adjusting on the covariates
within the regression analyses, the income and social minimum subgroups did not present any G-SP
relationships. These findings do not support the idea on stronger G-SP relationships within lower
socioeconomic neighbourhoods.
The next section includes correlation and regression analyses within the low level of education
neighbourhoods. As explained earlier, these analyses are performed additionally.
Additional subgroup: low level of education
Table 10 presents that schools within the highest percentage of low level of education to have one
significant G-SP relationship. No pattern is displayed that presents stronger G-SP relationships for
larger buffer distances.
Table 10: Correlation analysis within low level of education subgroups.
Lowest ¼
Highest ¼
NDVI Buffers Central Final test Central Final test
250 m
.081
.106
500 m
.124
.049
1.000 m
.106
.109
2.000 m
.074
.152*
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, two tailed. n = 221 per quartile.
Table 11 includes regression analysis within the lowest percentage of the low level of education
subgroup. This subgroup represents school in higher socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Within this
subgroup the 2.000 NDVI buffer is presented as a significant predictor of the Central Final test.
Findings indicate that schools in the lowest percentage of low level of education neighbourhoods
perform better on the Central Final test if the NDVI values increase, within the 2.000 m buffer.
Within the subgroup, the income covariate positively predicts the Central Final test. The income
covariate indicates that schools in the lowest percentage of low level of education neighbourhoods
perform better on the Central Final test if the neighbourhood income increases.
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Table 11: Regression analysis within the lowest percentage low level education subgroups.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
.221 (.040)***
.035 (.077)

B (SE B)
.220 (.040)***
.049 (.085)
.004 (.010)

B (SE B)
.215 (.040)***
.079 (.089)

B (SE B)
.217 (.041)***
.083 (.090)

B (SE B)
.254 (.044)***
.103 (.090)

Income
Social minimum
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.118
.114
Adj. R²
.126
.001
ΔR²
.000
.690
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 203.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

.024 (.020)
.007 (.023)
.116
.006
.237

.112
.000
.759

.052 (.023)*
.128
.020
.027

Table 12 includes regression analysis within the highest percentage of low level of education
subgroup. This subgroup represents school in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Within the
subgroup the 500 m and 1.000 NDVI buffers are presented as significant predictors of the Central
Final test. However, the NDVI buffers have either a positive (1000 m) or a negative (500 m) predictive
contribution to the Central Final test.
With every NDVI unit of increase within the 500 m buffer, the Central Final test mean decreases
by .061. This finding indicates that schools in the highest percentage of low level of education
neighbourhoods perform worse on the Central Final test if the NDVI values increase.
With every NDVI unit of increase within the 1.000 m buffer, the Central Final test mean
increases by .050. This finding indicates that schools in the highest percentage of low level of
education neighbourhoods perform better on the Central Final test if the NDVI values increase.
Within this subgroup, the income covariate positively predicts the Central Final test. The
income covariate indicates that schools in the highest percentage of low level of education
neighbourhoods perform better on the Central Final test if the neighbourhood income increases.
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Table 12: Regression analysis within the highest percentage low level education subgroups.
Predictor
variables

Model 1

Model 2a

Model 2b

Model 2c

Model 2d

B (SE B)
.356 (.154)**
.011 (.067)

B (SE B)
.350 (.155)**
.015 (.067)
.004 (.011)

B (SE B)
.307 (.154)**
-.057 (.072)

B (SE B)
.396 (.157)**
.003 (.075)

B (SE B)
.445 (.162)**
.043 (.082)

Income
Social minimum
NDVI 250 m
NDVI 500 m
NDVI 1.000 m
NDVI 2.000 m
.052
.048
Adj. R²
.061
.001
ΔR²
.001
.716
Sig. F change
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p <.001. N = 203.
Dependent variable: the Central Final test.

-.061 (.023)*
.050 (.021)*
.074
.030
.008

.093
.022
.021

.030 (.024)
.095
.006
.214

Associations between greenness and school performance seemed to differ within the low level
of education subgroups. The results did not confirm the expectation that schools within lower
socioeconomic neighbourhoods formed stronger G-SP relationship.
At first, the correlation analysis presented slightly stronger G-SP correlations, compared to the
original correlations (see Table 2). However, only within the 2.000 m NDVI buffer a significant GSP relationship was found. After adjusting for the covariates within the regression analyses, the low
level of education subgroups presented contradicting results. Both within the highest and lowest
percentages of low level of education, significant G-SP relationships were found. Table 12 even
presented contradicting results within the same regression analysis. The 500 m buffer indicated a
negative relationship, the 1.000 m indicated a positive relationship. These findings did not consistently
support the idea on stronger G-SP relationships within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods.
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CHAPTER 5 ̶ DISCUSSION
Within this chapter I start with a brief recapitulation of the results, which will be related to similar
literature. The limitations of this study will follow in §5.1. This chapter ends with recommendations
in §5.2.
Through data on the NDVI, measured within four buffer radii – and the Central Final test, I
examined the relationship between greenness and school performance for primary schools in the
Netherlands. Through performing methods of correlation and regression analyses, I attempted to test
three hypotheses – stated in §1.2. The results of in the previous chapter, demonstrated that most
contributions of greenness towards school performance were not significant. Most predominantly the
findings rejected the hypotheses. Within this paragraph each hypothesis will be elaborated separately.
First, the aim and hypothesis are recited before relating the findings.
The first aim of this study was to investigate whether the G-SP association found in earlier studies,
would also be present for schools the Netherlands. To achieve this aim, the hypothesis was stated as
follows:
1. The more greenness surrounding a school, the higher the school performance.
I decided to reject this hypothesis, based on the findings of this study. Considering earlier
performed similar studies, the results on the G-SP relationship were less pronounced. As mentioned
in the literature review (§2.3), the studies of Wu et al. (2014), Leung et al. (2018) ad Li et al. (2018)
shared most similarity within the first – and later the second – aim, and will therefore be used to relate
these findings to. Before I compare the findings, I need to mention some differences between my study
and the former. The studies of Wu et al. (2014), Leung et al. (2018) and Li et al. (2018) were able to
separate school performance between test scores on math and language performance – I used one total
test score. Also, the studies of Wu et al. (2014) and Leung et al. (2018) used NDVI data from two or
three measure moments within one year – I used one measurement moment. With the main differences
mentioned, I will continue.
The G-SP relationships that were found in this study were low, as expected from former studies
(Wu et al., 2014; Leung et al., 2018; Tallis et al., 2018). The studies of Wu et al. (2014), Leung et al.
(2018) demonstrated the strongest G-SP relationships within the month of March. The findings of the
studies vary greatly between months, which are attributed towards changing seasons. NDVI data
within this study were gathered in August, the relationship strength overlaps most with the findings of
Wu et al. (2014) within the month of July – the greenest month. As within this study, Wu et al. (2014)
presented minor G-SP relationships within half of the four NDVI buffers within July (Wu et al., 2014).
Leung et al. (2018) used data on March and October, where data collected within March presented
stronger G-SP relationships, than in October. The possibility remains that differences in greenness
measurement moment – in August – and time of Central Final test assessment – between mid-April
and mid-May – explains the low G-SP associations. Through reference to Wu et al. (2014) and Leung
et al. (2018), the inconsistent findings of significant G-SP relationships within the four buffer
distances, made me decide to reject the first hypothesis. More profound findings would be needed for
acceptation of the hypothesis. Although the hypothesis is rejected, the existence of G-SP relations
within the Netherlands has not been refuted. The following section demonstrates possible G-SP links
within the Netherlands.
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The second aim of this study was to investigate whether the proximity of greenness surrounding
the schools would present different G-SP relationships. To achieve this aim, the hypothesis was stated
as follows:
2. The greater the proximity of greenness from the school, the stronger the relationship between
surrounding greenness and school performance.
I decided to reject this hypothesis also. This study measured greenness surrounding schools
through various buffer distances, like the studies of Wu et al. (2014), Leung et al. (2018), and Li et al.
(2018). The findings of this study contradict the study of Wu et al. (2014), who presented increasing
significant G-SP relationship with larger buffer distances. Since the hypothesis was stated to increase
with larger buffer distances, I decided to reject the hypothesis. However, the regression analysis
presented positive G-SP relations within the 1.000 m buffer distance, after controlling for covariates.
A potential explanation might be that the 1.000 m buffer distance most fittingly encapsulates all the
greenness that the students are daily exposed to. The descriptives demonstrated that the average
student lives at a 1.150 m distance from their school. This could mean that the living environment
needs to be considered as well when determining the extent of greenness exposure. The significant GSP associations within the 1.000 m distance are in confirmation with the studies of Leung et al. (2018),
Li et al. (2018) and Tallis et al. (2018). Tallis et al. (2018) only found significant G-SP relationships
measured within buffer distances set between 750 m and 1.000 m. Leung et al. (2018) found the
strongest G-SP associations within their 1.000 m., and Li et al. (2018) within their 1-mile (converted
to ~1.609 m) buffer distance. Within all their buffer distances, G-SP associations increased until the
1.000 m buffer, where after the relationship strength weakened (Leung et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018;
Tallis et al., 2018). Through these findings the second hypothesis was rejected. However, the
significant G-SP relationship within the 1.000 m buffer might be explained as the most fitting
encapsulation of the students’ exposure to greenness.
The third aim of this study was to investigate whether greenness contributes stronger to schools
in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. To achieve this aim, the hypothesis was stated as follows:
3. The lower the socioeconomic standards of the neighbourhood the school is located in, the
stronger the relationship between surrounding greenness and school performance.
Through inconsistent and contradictory findings within the socioeconomic subgroups of
schools, the third hypothesis was rejected. Earlier performed similar studies considered, the results on
the G-SP relationship within low socioeconomic neighbourhoods were less pronounced. As explained
in the literature review (§2.3), the studies of Kuo et al. (2018), Sivarajah et al. (2018) and Browning
et al. (2018) shared most similarity with the third aim, and will therefore be used to relate these findings
to.
The results within the subgroups contradicted the claims of Kuo et al. (2018) and Sivarajah et al.
(2018). The results within subgroups did not indicate stronger G-SP relationships for schools within
lower socioeconomic – or, disadvantaged – neighbourhoods consistently. Some findings even
demonstrated a stronger G-SP relationship within higher socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Differences
between variables that determined the classification of schools with low socioeconomic status, might
explain the different outcomes. The studies of Kuo et al. (2018) and Browning et al. (2018) both used
ethnicities as indicators of socioeconomic status, which includes a cultural component. Also, Sivarajah
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et al. (2018) and Kuo et al. (2018) determined greenness through tree cover. The difference in
indicators of greenness might also explain the different findings. The findings of the analyses within
socioeconomic subgroups mostly overlap with those of Browning et al. (2018). The findings of
Browning et al. (2018) neither demonstrated any support for G-SP relationships for schools within
disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Besides no significant findings, some results even presented minor
negative values (Browning et al., 2018). Browning et al. (2018) did not claim any rejection of the
existence of the G-SP relationship. They proposed that distinguishing between types of greenness
might be more important for schools in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Since low
socioeconomic neighbourhoods are mostly characterized with low percentages of tree cover, they
argued that scarcity of tree cover could be an explaining factor in their low G-SP relationships within
socioeconomically challenged schools (Browning et al., 2018).
The main objective of this study was to contribute to the knowledge on greenness and school
performance within the Netherlands. I conclude that I did achieve to contribute to the body of
knowledge on the G-SP relationship. The first aim was to investigate whether the G-SP association
found in earlier studies, would also be present for schools the Netherlands. Although the hypothesis
was rejected, the 250 m and 1.000 m buffer distances did present significant G-SP relationships. The
second aim of this study was to investigate whether the proximity of greenness surrounding the schools
would present different G-SP relationships. The hypothesis was rejected, however, as suggested
earlier, the 1.000 m buffer distance might encapsulate the exposure to greenness most fittingly.
Therefore, the suggestions is made that the exposure to greenness extents further than the immediate
school surroundings only. The third aim of this study was to investigate whether greenness contributes
stronger to schools in lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods. The hypothesis was also rejected,
however, the findings within the socioeconomic subgroups were highly contradicting. No suggestions
could be made from the findings on the G-SP relationship regarding schools in low socioeconomic
neighbourhoods.

5.1 Limitations
The aim of this study was to contribute to knowledge on the G-SP relationship. Therefore, I attempted
to examine associations between exposure to greenness and school performance. Greenness was
decided through satellite-based remote sensing, which measures near infrared light reflections of
chlorophyll. This measurement instrument provided data on a two-dimensional representation of
greenness, meaning that the quality of greenness was not considered, only the presence of chlorophyll.
There is a possibility that this approach did not adequately capture students’ exposure to greenness, as
intended by the ART. As mentioned earlier, the quality of greenness proved to be an important
component within health-related issues (De Vries et al., 2013). It is plausible to think that the same
accounts for greenness towards school performance. Therefore, chances remain that NDVI
measurements were inadequate indicators of sufficiently encapsulating the actual students’ exposure
to greenness.
The limitation within the scores on the Central Final test was the inability to differ between
language and mathematics. The studies of Wu et al. (2014), Li et al. (2018) and Leung et al. (2018)
all differentiate between school performance of mathematics and language. Within these component
G-SP relationship strengths vary, therefore it might be that greenness contributes stronger to differing
components within tests. Within measurements of the NDVI, a plausible limitation could be the onetime measure of NDVI values within one year. Wu et al. (2014) and Leung et al. (2018) presented the
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strongest G-SP relationships within the month of March. However, it seems unlikely that NDVI
measures within July would misrepresent the schools’ greenness values.
Regarding data gathering on the potential confounding variables, the dataset on the low level of
education only contained information on ~30 % of all neighbourhoods in the Netherlands. Therefore,
correlation and regression analyses performed with level of education included as a covariate,
performed these analyses with a reduced the sample size.
A few characteristics of this study put limitations on the interpretations of the findings. First,
limitation is this research is correlational, no claims can be made on causal relations between greenness
and school performance. The results did present correlations, and the coefficients provided insight in
the direction between variables; nonetheless the conclusions are limited to making associations
between greenness and school performance. Also, school performance was measured on school-level,
not on student-level. This meant that averages of both the students’ exposure to greenness and school
performances were estimated and used as indicators for the students of each school. If privacy rulings
would allow to gather data on student-level, the school performance and potential confounding
variables would be much more accurate. Findings on this level, would present a much more reliable
reflection of the actual G-SP relationship.

5.2 Recommendations
Through a combination of the findings from this study and the limitations, I want to make a suggestion
for future research.
I would like to suggest future research to differentiates between the types of greenness. The
main concern within this study was the inability to differentiate the type of the greenness. Only using
the NDVI as an indicator of exposure to greenness, might give a too simplistic view on the actual
surrounding greenness. Former studies provided evidence on differences between G-SP relationship
strength through various types of greenness (Kweon et al., 2017). As Browning et al. (2018) suggested,
differences in types of greenness, might present stronger or weaker G-SP relationships. Findings
presented trees as stronger predictors of school performance than grassy landscapes (Kweon et al.,
2017; Browning et al., 2018). A combination of the extent of greenness and the type of greenness
would provide a better representation on the greenness that students are exposed to. Through better
understanding on what types of greenness might have stronger relationships with school performance,
the green initiatives – mentioned in the beginning of the introduction – might have clearer guidance
on how to rearrange school environments.
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CHAPTER 6 ̶ CONCLUSION
Through increasing rates of (inter)national urbanization, this paper examined one of the consequences
of people living in urban environments, namely the separation between humans and nature. Concerns
on the separation grew through accumulated evidence on the value of greenness on school
performance. To investigate the relationship, I hypothesized that if the primary schools would have
more surrounding greenness, then the school performance would be higher. Additionally, hypotheses
were stated that larger buffer areas would better encapsulate the entire exposure to greenness, and that
schools within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods would present stronger G-SP relationships.
I tested the hypotheses through a quantitative approach, performing correlation and regression
analyses. Through examining the findings and relating them to former studies, rejection of all three
hypotheses would be most logical. Despite the rejection of the hypotheses, findings within the main
analysis did motivate me to make a suggestion. In line with earlier mentioned studies, the 1.000 m
buffer distance presented a significant G-SP relationship after controlling for socioeconomic
covariates. Potentially, the 1.000 m buffer distance best encapsulated the students’ daily exposure to
greenness. It is therefore possible that the contribution of greenness to school performance extends
over a radius of 1.000 m encircling the school. Schools within lower socioeconomic neighbourhoods
did not present consistent results within G-SP associations.
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APPENDICES
A. School Coordinates
To be able to geocode in ArcMap I needed to obtain a trial subscription on ESRI. The geocoding was
performed on the street name, house number, six-digit ZIP code (i.e. 1234_AB), and the city name of
the school location. The data file on the location of the schools only contained information on the ZIP
codes and the city of the locations. Information on the street and house number was derived from a
separate file on school addresses, offered by DUO (DUO Adressen, 2018). These two separate files
were merged through use of SPSS. In this address file, 115 schools were not found and needed to
manually be completed. The remaining street names and house numbers were found through use of
Google search. The completed file was exported in excel format and uploaded to ArcMap. Geocoding
was performed through ArcMap. ArcMap notified that the coordinates of four schools were uncertain.
After I checked the location of the coordinates, I concluded that 3.518 school locations remained for
further analysis.

B. NDVI
The indication of the level of greenness surrounding the schools was measured within the NDVI map,
through four buffer distances of 250 m, 500 m, 1.000 m and 2.000 m. The NDVI map consisted of
raster data, which was analysed within ArcMap. Focal statistics were chosen because it could deliver
mean values of all school locations, including the overlapping ones – unlike zonal statistics. This
would include all possible school locations, and therefore present a more representative sample. For
every buffer distance, a separate focal statistics analysis was performed. Within each of these analyses,
the mean NDVI value was calculated, through circular buffer radii set at 250 m, 500 m, 1.000 m, and
2.000 m. After focal statistics calculated the means within the four buffer distances, I used extract
multi values to points to export the data to each school coordinate. The data was converted to an Excel
format and uploaded to SPSS. Within SPSS the means of the Central Final test and NDVI were
matched through the school location codes.

C. School Characteristics
School quality
The dataset on school quality on school quality of the schools was gathered through the Inspectorate
of Education (Onderwijsinspectie, 2019). The data was obtained in Excel format, and uploaded to
SPSS. Within SPSS the school coordinates were matched with their corresponding school quality
rating through school establishment codes. Schools were either rated with a good, sufficient, weak, or
very weak school quality. Within SPSS the school qualities were recoded into separate dummy
variables. Within every dummy variable, the school quality that was examined was transformed to a
number ‘1’, the rest to a number ‘0’. Through an independent samples t-test all school qualities were
separately compared to the average Central Final test score of the total sample. The scores on Central
Final test between school quality are presented further, in the results chapter.
Gender
Data regarding the scores on the Central Final test divided within gender composition were obtained
through DUO (DUO Geslacht, 2017). The most recent scores DUO offered were from the year 2017.
The main used dataset on average Central Final test scores were from 2018. The scores of 2017 only
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functioned as an indication of differences in scores on gender. After the scores of boys and girls were
merged together, 3.954 locations remained for examination. Most schools had an equal gender
composition, and had both boys and girls participating in the Central Final test. A paired sample t-test
was performed to examine if either of the dominant gender compositions significantly under- or
overperformed on the Central Final test. The scores on Central Final test between gender composition
are presented further, in the results chapter.

D. Neighbourhood Characteristics
Data on the neighbourhood characteristics was analysed within a 250 m buffer radius for all
neighbourhood characteristics. I chose this buffer size because I wanted to use specific neighbourhood
data. Using a larger buffer would make average out the specific neighbourhood data and would
degrade in its meaning.
Income
Income data was obtained in shapefile format through
the wijk- en buurtkaart 2018 (English: district and
neighbourhood map) offered by CBS (CBS
Neighbourhood Statistics, 2018). The dataset presented
demographic information on the population in the
neighbourhood, ranging from themes on income,
employment, facilities, ethnicities, etc. Of all 12.339
neighbourhoods in the Netherlands, the average income
data of 10.111 neighbourhoods were presented. Figure
4 presents the income per neighbourhood. A darker
colour represents a higher average neighbourhood
income.
The data was uploaded to ArcMap. The map was
converted to a raster, via the polygon to raster tool. This
Figure 4: Neighbourhood income
conversion gave the opportunity of separating average
income per inhabitant and made it possible to solely
measure income averages within separate buffers. The default cell size was set at 1100 m by 1100 m,
however modified to a size of 50 m by 50 m. The smaller cell size allowed buffers to include more
detailed neighbourhood information on average income. The neighbourhood income could be
calculated more specifically, since the average focal statistics only records cells whose centre falls
within the selected buffer. Thus, reducing the cell size, allows more cell centres to be recorded. All
missing income values were found in neighbourhoods with less than 100 inhabitants. Through the
setnull function in the raster calculator tool all values that were less than 1 were categorized as null
values. The null values allowed the following statistical analysis within SPSS to ignore any data lower
than 1. Values on neighbourhood income were exported to the school coordinates through the extract
multiple values to points tool. Afterwards exported to SPSS.
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Social minimum
Social minimum data was obtained in the same
shapefile format as neighbourhood income (CBS
Neighbourhood Statistics, 2018). Of all 12.339
neighbourhoods in the Netherlands, the percentage on
social minimum was present for 8.282 neighbourhoods.
Figure 5 presents a map of the percentage social
minimum. A darker colour represents a higher
neighbourhood percentage of people earning equal to,
or less than, minimum wage.
The data was uploaded to ArcMap, and converted
to a raster, via the polygon to raster tool. The default
cell size was set at 1100 m by 1100 m, however
modified to a size of 50 m by 50 m. The smaller cell size
allowed buffers to include more detailed neighbourhood Figure 5: Neighbourhood social minimum
information on social minimum. The neighbourhood
social minimum could be calculated more specifically,
since the focal statistics only records cells whose centre falls within the selected buffer. Thus, reducing
the cell size allows more cell centres to be recorded. All missing social minimum values were found
in neighbourhoods with less than 250 inhabitants. Through the setnull function in the raster calculator
tool all values that were less than 1 were categorized as null values. The null values allowed the
following statistical analysis within SPSS to ignore any data lower than 1. Values on neighbourhood
percentages of social minimum were exported to the school coordinates through the extract multiple
values to points tool. Afterwards exported to SPSS.
Low level of education
Data from CBS on the level of education per
neighbourhood was used from 2017 (CBS Education,
n.d.). This was the most complete dataset to be found on
the level of education per neighbourhood. From all the
13.339 neighbourhoods in the Netherlands, dataset is
presented on the percentage low level of education for
3.325 neighbourhoods. Figure 6 presents the percentage
of low education; a darker colour reflects a higher
neighbourhood percentage of low neighbourhood
education. The chosen dataset only represents ~30% of
all Dutch neighbourhoods.
The dataset was obtained in Excel format, after
sorting the file on its neighbourhood code uploaded to
ArcMap. In ArcMap the education per neighbourhood
Figure 6: Neighbourhood low level of
datafile was joined with the earlier mentioned CBS
education
Neighbourhoods Statistics (2018). After these files were
matched, the district and neighbourhood map was
converted to a raster, via the polygon to raster tool, where the level of education was taken as the value
field. The default cell size was set at 1.100 m by 1.100 m, but modified to a smaller size of 50 m by
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50 m. The smaller cell size made calculating averages per buffer available for more school locations.
All the missing values were recalculated via the setnull function in the raster calculator into no data.
Transforming these missing values into no data has consequences that a cell, surrounded by missing
values, will represent the whole buffer. This can misrepresent the actual neighbourhood level of
education. Within each buffer the average percentage of high educated neighbourhoods was calculated
through focal statistics. This enables inclusion of all school locations, even the ones with overlapping
buffers. Values on neighbourhood percentages of low level of education were exported to the school
coordinates through the extract multiple values to points tool. Afterwards exported to SPSS.
Blue space
The water surface area was calculated through the LGN
map. Figure 7 presents the water surface areas within the
Netherlands. I calculated the percentages of water surface
area surrounding schools within a 250 m buffer. The map
was reclassified, where all land use categories were
transformed to 0, expect for water that was set at 1. Through
zonal statistics the total count of water pixels was
determined. The water pixel count was divided through the
total area pixel - of the 250 m radius. This calculation
provided a percentage of water surface area within the 250
m buffer. The percentage of water surface area was exported
to SPSS for statistical analyses.

E. Covariates

Figure 7: Neighbourhood blue space

I performed correlational analysis between the Central Final
test and the potential confounding variables – see Table 14. Correlations between the potential
confounding variables and the Central Final test were examined. These findings would signify which
potential confounders needed to be used as covariates within the regression analysis. Also, mutual
correlations between the potential confounding variables were examined. Covariates that correlate
mutually to a strong degree, violate one of the assumptions within the regression analysis, and
therefore need to be considered. At the end, Table 15 presents the correlations between the NDVI
values and the covariates.
School characteristics
Table 13 demonstrates that most schools were rated with sufficient school quality. This indicates that
of most schools, the school size, educational content, time for students to study, functioning of
teachers, school system and facilities of most schools were adequate (Onderwijsinspectie, 2019). The
independent samples t-test presented significant differences between school qualities on scores of the
Central Final test. Schools rated with good and very weak school qualities were found to significantly
differ from the total sample with relatively large differences, see Table 13. Also, significant
correlations between school quality and the Central Final test were found.
Scores on the Central Final test differed significantly between gender composition, only with a
small degree in score difference. Girls performed slightly better than boys. Because of minor score
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differences, I decided not to adopt gender composition as a covariate in the correlation and regression
analyses.
Table 13: Descriptives on school characteristics
Variables

n

Mean

Range

Central Final test (2018)
3.518
535.42
513.60 to 548.50
Central Final test (2017)
3.953
535.30
516.73 to 547.67
Girls
535.61*
523.45 to 547.67
Boys
535.04
516.73 to 545.48
School quality
Good
46
537.39*
528.47 to 545.66
Sufficient
2.895
535.41
517.92 to 548.50
Weak
48
535.01
525.09 to 541.00
Very weak
20
532.03*
513.60 to 539.17
Missing
509
535.61
517.57 to 546.78
Note: *p < .001, implies that the group differed significantly from the sample. N = 3.518.
Neighbourhood characteristics
Table 14 presents strong correlations between the Central Final test and the socioeconomic
variables. The correlational results convinced me to adopt neighbourhood income and social
minimum as covariates. Through a few reasons I decided not to adopt the low level of education as a
main covariate. Level of education demonstrated strong correlations with the Central Final test,
however, level of education has strong relations with income. This would mean that using both
variables explains about the same variance within the Central Final test. If I were to choose the level
of education as the covariate, instead of income, it would greatly reduce the sample size. The dataset
on the neighbourhood level of education only contained data on thirty percent of all neighbourhoods.
Neither could I use both neighbourhood variables, since it would violate the multicollinearity
assumption in the regression analysis. Therefore, neighbourhood income and social minimum would
function as the covariates within the regression analysis.
Blue space did not present any relations with the Central Final test, and was ignored
Table 14: Correlations between Central Final test and potential confounding variables.
Variables

1.

2.

3.

1. Central Final test
1
2. School quality
.091***
1
3. Gender
.091***
.021
1
4. Income
.360***
.044**
.021
5. Social minimum
-.305***
-.031
-.014
6. Low level of education
-.442***
-.024
-.031
7. Blue space
-.021
.002
-.007
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, two tailed.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1
-.393***
-.773***
.127***

1
.589***
.058**

1
-.021

1
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Table 15 presents lower correlations between the socioeconomic variables and the NDVI
values. Within Table 14, the Central Final test is strongly correlated with income, social minimum
and low level of education. The NDVI values are not found to correlate that strongly. If NDVI values
would correlate just as strongly with the socioeconomic variables, expectations on the G-SP
relationship functioning through a third variable explanation would be stronger.
Table 15: Correlations between NDVI buffers and covariates.
Social
Low level of
minimum
education
250 m
.057**
-.280***
-.099**
500 m
.050**
-.369***
-.093**
1.000 m
.029
-.443***
-.077*
2.000 m
-.001
-.497***
-.066
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, two tailed.
NVI Buffers

Income

